


With design trends ranging from the 
bold and colorful to the simple and 
elegant, the 21st century bathroom 
has evolved into the centerpiece of 
the modern home. The bathroom has 
become a place of retreat from hectic 
lifestyles and an ever present source of 
relaxation and rejuvenation. Adding a 
luxurious shower is high on the wish list 
of every renovation project. 

Frameless glass shower enclosures 
introduce a modern feel and an 
inviting ambiance to the bathing 
space. Spacious showers and wet 
rooms are now the preferred choice 
of conscientious consumers, however 
bathrooms come in all shapes and 
sizes. Whether the project calls for a 
large frameless shower door system or 
a space-saving tub & shower enclosure, 
KL®megla has the solution. 

Luxury 
Shower
 Doors
by KL®megla



Inspired by the trend-setting design of the KL 
Classic, the d•Lux is loaded with features.  Its fully 
machined brass covers fit perfectly over its back and 
wall plates, leaving nothing to distract from its clean 
lines and unrivaled finishes.  Its index position is fully 
adjustable, and it features the renowned "pocketed“ 
gaskets that earned our heavy glass product line 
international acclaim.  The d•Lux is designed to 
accommodate both 3/8“ & 1/2“ glass, and will 
support 120 lbs. on a pair of hinges.  From its non-
slip gaskets to its scalloped wall plate, the d•Lux is 
manufactured with the same attention to detail that 
our customers have come to know and expect.

The seminal design of the Atlantica propelled it to 
international stardom during the evolution of the 
frameless shower door industry in the mid 90’s.  It’s 
timeless contours are as fashionable today as they 
were at its advent.  Our groundbreaking stepless 
adjustability was perfected in the Atlantica, but we 
did not stop there.  We designed a scalloped back 
plate, added high quality gaskets that bond to the 
glass to prevent slippage, and even developed a 
fully machined cover plate to conceal the screws in 
the wall plate. A quintessential symbol of luxury and 
attention to detail, the Atlantica® continues to set the 
industry-wide standards for quality and durability.

ATLANTICA® d•LUX



We proudly source only the finest quality materials in our product lines. Manufacturing from solid German brass, 
titanium, and stainless steel with the strictest standards allows us to  consistently deliver the world-class products 
that our customers have come to know and expect. KL®megla also works closely with leading design trend 
forecasters to ensure that its products reflect a timeless appeal.

With our history of technical advances, a distinguished in-house design team, and unrivaled reputation for quality, 
KL®megla is setting the pace for the 21st century.

KL®megla Quality



Our Fit hinge epitomizes expert craftsmanship.   
Featuring some of the tightest gaps of any hinge 
in our product line, Fit was designed to defend 
against water leaks.  It boasts a scalloped wall 
plate for a tighter fit between the seal and the wall 
and custom leak guards between the wall plate 
and the tram as an added measure of protection.   
Equipped with custom bumpers to protect our 
unrivaled finishes and a matching cover for the 
wall plate, the Fit hinge is truly extraordinary.

Lauded by designers and architects the world over, 
the Quadrato has garnered industry-wide praise 
since its debut a few years ago.  Our engineers 
undertook the daunting challenge of pouring our 
litany of award winning features into this compact 
hinge.  The result was an overwhelming success.   
Standing just under 2.5” tall, its sturdy form is 
as hardwearing as they come.  The Quadrato 
integrates art and innovation, delivering impressive 
functionality encased in its flawless design.

QUADRATO FIT



Our distinguished team of designers and technical experts have created and tested over 500 
different shower designs. This has give us the experience and resources necessary to support 
you in virtually any custom shower design you can imagine. The possibilities are endless. 

Endless Possibilities



First developed as a promotional prototype, 
our Intelligent Glass applications have 
exploded in popularity.  We have made 
remarkable breakthroughs in technology.  
Our  “Smart Touch” glass, for instance, 
allows its operator to control temperature 
and water pressure without stepping into 
their shower or touching a single valve.  
Our LED glass is actually powered by our 
conductive Wellness EQ Hinges (featured 
on the left).

WELLNESS WELLNESS PREMIUM

INTELLIGENT GLASS



Aptly named, the KL Classic is the quintessential frameless shower 
door hinge.  For the last 20 years it has remained untouchable.  
Many have desperately tried to imitate its design, but none have 
succeeded in matching its strength or durability. One of its most 
popular features is its pocketed gaskets.  Over time, all gaskets 
tend to flatten out, or “pancake” on the glass.  As they lose their 
elasticity, the door begins slipping, which causes the hinges to 
“pop” and could even cause the door to fall.  Our patented design 
is recessed into the hinge itself, preventing any possibility of 
flattening out and losing grip on the door.  The KL Classic comes 
standard with a reversible 5˚ pin for extra pressure if desired.

The KL Pivot remains one of the most 
popular hinges in the frameless shower 
door marketplace today.  It’s smaller than 
most hinges, but boasts an incredible load 
capacity of 140 pounds per pair.  Its index 
position is adjustable to any angle, and its 
versatility make it extremely quick to install.  
It can be mounted to the floor, the ceiling, 
the wall, a header, or even a fixed glass 
panel--providing unmatched flexibility for 
any frameless shower design.

KL PIVOT KL CLASSIC



The Crossover CL combines the continuously adjustable, 
gravity based design of the Crossover Pur with countersunk 
screws.  The countersunk screw heads are slotted to allow 
for flexibility during installation.  Most countersunk screws 
come with a  cheap plastic washer to protect the glass.  Our 
countersunk screws are machined from fine German Brass 
and then dipped in rubberized plastic, thereby protecting 
the glass and ensuring a long lifespan.

The Crossover Pur is much more than a “heaving” 
hinge.  Its free swinging design naturally returns to 
a gravity based index position that can be adjusted 
to any angle in the hinge’s arc.  This is instrumental 
for uneven floor services, floor drains, thresholds, 
etc.  It can be adjusted at anytime--even after 
installation.  Meticulously crafted from fine German 
brass in unrivaled finishes, the Crossover Pur adds 
a modern, elegant touch to any frameless shower 
enclosure.

CROSSOVER PUR CROSSOVER CL



We have had over 500 variations of our shower door enclosures tested and certified by the TUV.  We can help you 
design your bathing space, offer you creative suggestions, and suggest hardware and finishes to compliment your 
fixtures.  Our peerless finishes are truly remarkable;  from quality finishes like polished chrome and brushed nickel, 
to more rare finishes like oil-rubbed bronze and 24 karat gold plated, our finishes set the standard by which all 
others are measured.

We proudly offer the highest quality 
vinyls and polycarbonates available 
on the market.  In addition to their 
quality, we designed every seal 
to accommodate both 3/8” and 
1/2” glass.  As your KL®megla 
representative for a sample today!

KL®megla holds intellectual property rights in various countries, 
protecting  the technical advances we have made in the adjustability of 
our hinges.  In order to adjust most hinges, the installers are required to 
take the door itself down from the wall.  Using our patented “stepless 
adjustability”, KL®megla hinges can be easily adjusted before and even 
after installation.  No removal of backplate necessary.  Each hinge comes 
with a small hex screw.  Loosen it, adjust the hinge, and tighten it back 
up with ease.

Harmony

KL®megla Seals Premium Adjustable Fittings



The Milano Premium perfectly blends form and function.  Clean, sharp lines define its iconic shape, complimented 
by its fully machined backplate and wall plate covers, leaving no visible screw exposed.  True beauty however, lies 
beneath the surface.  The Milano Premium is packed with features.  In addition to being a true 180˚ hinge, it features 
extremely tight gaps, our renowned stepless adjustability, non-slip gaskets and custom bumpers to protect its 
peerless finishes.  As artistic as it is practical, the Milano Premium is truly a triumph of German engineering.

MILANO MILANO PUR MILANO PREMIUM



Installation can be challenging when 
shower walls are out of plumb.  
KL®megla adapters are available in a 
wide range of thicknesses, allowing 
you to accurately plumb the wall 
from bottom plate to top plate. 

All KL®megla shower door hinges 
have been tested and certified to 
be in the prestigious international 
ratings agency, the TUV, ensuring 
precise compliance with the 
European Norm. In addition, 
KL®megla has tested and certified 
over 500 variations of its shower 
door systems, as well as many of 
its of commercial and residential 
glass door systems.  Most hinges 
sag over time, creating a nightmare 
and an eyesore for frameless glass 
showers. Our hinges, on the other 
hand, are tested to 100,000 cycles 
-- that’s two showers per day, every 
day, for 140 years!  

Wall Shims

Certified 
Safety



Engineered with advanced German technology, Icetec is a luxury shower door designed to add the finishing touch 
to the modern bathroom. Icetec shower doors are available in either a countersunk hinge design or as a sliding 
set.  Our sliders feature two sets of silent, smooth rollers that glide effortlessly over the door’s solid stainless 
steel bar without flexing or friction. Made of stainless steel and high performance engineered polymer, each set 
of rollers can support up to 225 pounds in weight. This incredible weight capacity enables the shower door to be 
manufactured from one single pane of glass, giving the door a simple, minimalist look. Each Icetec set is available 
in either a brushed stainless steel or a polished stainless steel finish.

Icetec offers designers and architects nearly unlimited options to tailor the door’s size to match any specifications- 
from standard sizes to floor-to-ceiling designs.  The sliding system is available in wall mounted, glass mounted, 
or ceiling mounted sets, and is adjustable in height and wall distance, making installation extremely flexible.   It is 
available for 1/4” - 3/8” glass, with most systems available in 1/2” upon request.

ICETEC FLEXIBLE

ICETEC CL

ICETEC INDOOR



KL®megla is proud to announce our new economy series, featuring the Classtec Classic and Classtec Summit 
hinges. Over the years, we have received countless requests for an affordable product line, and we have responded 
powerfully. Unlike the vast majority of hardware manufacturers today that sacrifice quality in their quest for 
affordability, our unwavering dedication to craftsmanship is visibly evident in our Classtec series. We researched 
the most popular hinge styles in current demand, and tasked our distinguished team of designers and engineers 
to create an economy line worthy of the KL®megla brand reputation. The Classtec Classic and Summit hinges are 
leagues ahead of the product lines they were designed to compete with. After machining them from fine German 
brass, we added our high quality, non-slip gaskets, stronger springs, a stronger pin, and the highest quality finishes 
available today. Impeccably well designed, the Classtec Series redefines affordable elegance.

THE CLASSTEC SERIES



90° G/G Bracket, Beveled

90° G/W Bracket

180° G/G Bracket, Beveled

90° G/W Transom Bracket

135° G/G Bracket

135° G/G Bracket

180° G/G Transom Bracket

90° G/G Bracket, Beveled 180° G/G Bracket, Beveled

180° G/G Transom Bracket 90° G/W Bracket 90° G/W Transom Bracket

Classtec Brackets

d•Lux Brackets



Atlantica

Quadrato

Milano

Fit Crossover CL

Milano Pur

Wellness Premium

Milano Premium

Wellness

d•LUX

KL Solid

Romana

Crossover Pur

Product Reference Guide

KL Classic KL Pivot

Classtec Summit Classtec Classic

Easy Art Bella



Icetec Icetec CL Icetec Indoor

Product Reference Guide

Various Accessories

Support Bars Towel Bars

Icetec Flexible

Door Handles

Door Knobs

Seals



Hinged Door Systems

Partitions & Cubicles

Sliding Door Systems

Folding Door Systems

More Than Just Shower Doors
Our Extended Product Range
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